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A STATEMENT OF PROGRESSWE PROPERTY
Gregory S. Alexandeit
Eduardo M. Pe-alvertt
Joseph William Singertt t
Laura S. Underkuffettt
1. Property operates as both an idea and an institution. The common
conception of property as protection of individual control over val-
ued resources is both intuitively and legally powerful. Sometimes
the expression of this idea focuses on the right to exclude others
and sometimes on the free use of what one owns. This intuitively
appealing conception of property has been extremely influential in
discussions of property rights in the United States. However, inter-
nal tensions within this conception and the inevitable impacts of
one person's property rights on others make it inadequate as the
sole basis for resolving property conflicts or for designing property
institutions. For those tasks, we must look to the underlying human
values that property serves and the social relationships it shapes
and reflects.
2. Property implicates plural and incommensurable values.
2.1. Some of these values promote individual interests, wants,
needs, desires, and preferences. Some promote social inter-
ests, such as environmental stewardship, civic responsibility,
and aggregate wealth. Others govern human interaction to en-
sure that people relate to each other with respect and dignity.
2.2. These values are not solely a matter of satisfying personal pref-
erences. Values can generate moral demands and obligations
that underlie judgments about the interests that the law
should recognize as property entitlements.
2.3. Values promoted by property include life and human flourish-
ing, the protection of physical security, the ability to acquire
knowledge and make choices, and the freedom to live one's
life on one's own terms. They also include wealth, happiness,
and other aspects of individual and social well-being.
2.4. The pursuit of these values implicates moral and political con-
ceptions of just social relationships, just distribution, and de-
mocracy. It requires virtue, particularly humility, and
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attentiveness to the effects of claiming and exercising property
rights on others, including future generations, and on the nat-
ural environment and the non-human world.
2.5. The plural values implicated by property are incommensura-
ble. Because they relate to qualitatively distinct aspects of
human experience, they cannot be adequately understood or
analyzed through a single metric. Reducing such values as
health, friendship, human dignity, and environmental integ-
rity to one common currency distorts their intrinsic worth.
3. Choices about property entitlements are unavoidable, and, despite
the incommensurability of values, rational choice remains possible
through reasoned deliberation. That deliberation should include
non-deductive, non-algorithmic reflection. It should be both prin-
cipled and contextual, and should draw upon critical judgment,
tradition, experience, and discernment.
4. Property confers power. It allocates scarce resources that are neces-
sary for human life, development, and dignity. Because of the
equal value of each human being, property laws should promote
the ability of each person to obtain the material resources neces-
sary for full social and political participation.
5. Property enables and shapes community life. Property law can
render relationships within communities either exploitative and
humiliating or liberating and ennobling. Property law should estab-
lish the framework for a kind of social life appropriate to a free and
democratic society.
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